Shannon’s Non-Fiction Booktalk
Bethany Branch – March 22 2019

The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the Stars by Dava Sobel [522 Sob]

Miss Leavitt’s Stars: The Untold Story of the Woman Who Discovered How to Measure the Universe by George Johnson [520.924 LeaYj]


Bringing Columbia Home: The Untold Story of a Lost Space Shuttle and Her Crew by Michael D Leinbach [363.12 Lei]

Indianapolis: The True Story of the Worst Sea Disaster in U.S. Naval History and the Fifty-Year Fight to Exonerate an Innocent Man by Lynn Vincent [940.54 Vin]

The Dinosaur Artist: Obsession, Betrayal and the Quest for Earth’s Ultimate Trophy by Paige Williams [560.75 Wil]

In the Hurricane’s Eye: The Genius of George Washington and the Victory at Yorktown by Nathaniel Philbrick [973.3 Phi]

The Library Book by Susan Orlean [027.4 Orl]

Rin Tin Tin: The Life and the Legend by Susan Orlean [636.737 Orl]

The Ravenmaster: My Life With the Ravens at the Tower of London by Christopher Skaife [Bio Skaife]

The Color of Time: A New History of the World, 1850-1960 by Dan Jones and Marina Amaral [909.8 Jon]